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1934 allegations were made as are being made now on the,
KaktAe^ ikgh document. It cannot, therefore, be-

believed that this old lady fabricated the document in  
question merely for the purpose of the present suit. 
I would, therefore, maintain the decree of the Court 
below and dismiss this appeal with costs.

B h id e  J.— I  agree.

' A, N, C.
A'p'peal dismissed:

M s t .  ̂M ehbt 
N is h a jt .

D in 
M ohammad J .

Bhidb J.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before Bhide and Din Mohammad JJ.

s o n  AN LAL ( D e f e n d a n t )  Appellant 
versus

KARTAR, SINGH a n d  o t h e k s  
( P l a i n t i f f s )  [ Respondents,

ISH AR SINGH ( D e f e n d a n t ) )

Civil Appeal No. 2727 of 1928.

Punjab Laxos Act, IV  of 1872, section 6 : Custom or Per
sonal Law— presumption— SikK Jhiwars o f Ludhiana District 
—Alienatio7h of ancestral land— Hindu Law : Suit hy sons t&- 
impeach the alienations of their father— immoral purposes—  
what the sons should prove— Antecedent debts— whether con
stitute necessity.

Held, that according to the Pun jab Laws Act, the initial 
presumption is that Hindus and Muhammadans are governed 
by their personal laws and if a custom modifying such laws ia- 
alleged, it must he decided, on evidence and not on conjecture.

Daya Ram v. Sohel Singh^ per Robertson J. (1) and 
Abdul Hussein Khan v. Mst. Bihi Sona Dero (2), relied upon*
; Where a family of SiJch JMwars lived in a village among: 

an agricultural tribe, and followed agriculture for the last 
two Qr; three generations, but did not form a village com-, 
munity;, and not a single instance was cited in which they had 
departed from the rules of Hindu Law—

(1) liol*. R. 450



Heidi tliat tMa was not sufficient to ptove tliat tlie family 
had adopted tlie rules of custom in the matter of alienation ol Soh.\n " l h  
ancestral property, and they must therefore be held to be v '.' ’
g'overned by Hindu Law. K aetae Sikgp-

Bhagimn Koet Bose (1 ), relied upon.

Held also, that ia a suit by sons ta impeach ibe aliena
tions of their father under Hindu Law, it is incumbent upon 
the sons to prove that the debts were incurred for immoral 
purposes, and in the absence of such proof, the antecedent 
debts included in the mortg’age in dispute must be held to 
constitute valid necessity.

Brij Namin v. Mangal Fmsad (2), followed.
La7f.hu Mai v. Bishan Dass (3), not followed.

First A fpeal from the decree of Sardar Kartar 
Sin ah. Subordinate Jiidge, 1st Class. Ludhiana , dated 
the 17th December, 1928, granting the plaintiffs a 
declaration to the effect that they can redeem the land 
in suit on fciyment o f Es.$,30S-8~0 after the death of 
the alienor.

J. N . A ggarwal a,nd S. L . P u e i , for Appellant.

Faqir ■ C hand and B al K ishek  M ehra , for, '
(Plaintiffs) Respondents.

Bhide J .—This was a declaratory suit o f the 
usual type by the sons of one Isar Singh, a SiMt 
Jhiwar o f the lAidhiaiia District to contest a mortgage' 
of about 85 bigha,̂  of ancestral land for a sum of 
Es. 11,000. It was alleged by the plaintiffs that Isar 
Singh was a man of immoral cliaraeter and that the: 
alienation was effected without valid necessity and 
consideration. The plaintiffs alleged that they being 
agriculturists were governed by custom, but also relied 
on Hindu Law in the alternative. The trial Court held 
that the plaintiffs had failed to prove that they were
<1) (1904) I.L.r / sI Cal. 11 (P.O.). (2) (1924) LL.E. 46 All 95 (P.cT).

. . . .  (3) (1923) X. Ti. B. 3 Lali* 74.
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SS4 governed by custom and applying Hindu Law has
SoHiif- Lal found that there was necessity for the alienation only

, to the extent o f Rs.3,303-8-0 and has passed a decree ICakta'k Singh. • , . ..
------ to that effect. From this decision the alienee Sohan

Bhidb J, appealed a,nd the plaintiffs have preferred
cross-objections challenging the trial Court’s finding 
that they are governed by Hiiidri Law and not by 
custom.

It will be convenient to deal with the question of 
custom first. The evidence produced by the plaintiffs 
on this question only establishes that their' family has 
followed agriculture for the last 2 or 3 generations. 
These witnesses do not even definitely say that the 
plaintiffs are governed by custom as opposed to Hindu 
Law in the matter of alienation. It need hardly be 
pointed out in this connection that both under Hindu 
Law and the custom of agricultural tribes, alienation 
of ancestral immovable property is subject to restric
tions, but the nature o f the restri?,^tions is somewhat 
different in the two cases. The learned counsel for 
the plaintiffs urged that the fact that the family of 
the plaintiffs had followed agriculture for 2 or 3 
generations was sufficient to raise a presumption tha,t 
the family was governed by custom. It was further 
urged that the plaintiffs axe Sikhs by religion and 
' Kamins.’ There are only three families o f Jhiwars 
in the village and it was therefore argued that it may 
foe presumed that they ai*e governed by the same 
custom as the custom of the Jats amongst whom they 
live. In support of these contentions the learned 
counsel referred to a number of a,uthorities such as 
Paqir Miihammad v, Fazal Muhammad (1 ), Kasim y. 
Hasham (2), Muhammad Hayat Khan v. Sandhe
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(1) 16 P. R. 1906. (2) 39 P. R. 1906.



Khan (1), Bliola v. Razzaq Shah (2), etc. In most 1934 
o f these cases there were concurrent findings of fact 
by the Courts below and all that they show is that the '»• 
fact that a family had followed agriculture or lived Sikgh.
amongst agricultural tribes for a long time was one of Bhidb J. 
the factors taken into consideration in determining 
whether the family was governed by custom or per
sonal law. The learned counsel also referred to 
Gujar V. Sham Dass (3), in which it was laid down 
that there is a presumption against an unrestricted 
power of alienating ancestral immovable property in 
the case of Jats of the central Punjab. But this pre
sumption was based not merely on the fact that the 
Jats followed agriculture, but on the evidence obtain
ed in the course of an elaborate enquiry and also 
certain features of the agricultural village communi
ties of the central Punjab. In the present instance 
the Jhiwars do not form a village community and not 
a single instance has been cited in which they had 
departed from the rules of Hindu Law.

To hold that a person is governed by agricultural 
custom solely on the ground that his family has 
followed agriculture or lived amongst an agricultural 
tribe for 2 or 3 generations would be to substitute 
conjecture for proof. There is., at best a possibility 
of such a family adopting the rules of custom; but 
whether it has actually done so or not is a question of 
fact which must be decided on evidence and not on 
conjecture. According to the Punjab Laws Act the 
initial presumption is that Hindus and Muham
madans are governed by their personal laws and if a 
custom modifying such laws is alleged it must be 
proved. It would not be out of place to draw atten*
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tion here to a passage from the judgment o f Mr,
SoHAir Lal Justice Robertson in Daya Ham v. Sohel Singh (1 )

„  " ' ' which explains the precise position in  this respectKaetae Singh. , , . , f
■ ■■■'■ clearly and w hich was cited  w ith  approval by their
Bh^b J. Lordships of the Privy Council in Ahdul Hussein 

Khan v. Bibi Sona Dero (2).
“  In all cases it appears to me under this Act, 

(i.e. the Punjab Laws Act), it lies upon the person- 
asserting that he is ruled in regard to a particular 
matter by custom, to prove that he is so governed, 
and not by personal law, and further to prove what 
the particular custom is. Thei'e is no presumption 
created by the clause in favour o f custom; on the 
contrary, it is only when th-3 custom is established 
that it is to be the rule o f decision. The Legislature 
did not show itself enamoured o f custom rather than 
law nor does it show any tendency to extend the 
‘ principles ’ o f custom to any matter to which a rule 
of custom is not clearly proved to apply. It is not 
the spirit of Customary Law, nor any theory of 
custom or deductions from other customs which is to- 
be a rule of decision, but only ‘ any custom applicable
to the parties c o n c e r n e d ..........................................’ ;
and it therefore appears to me clear that when either 
party to a suit sets up ‘ custom ’ as a rule of decision, 
it lies upon him to prove the custom which he seeks to 
apply; if he fails to do so clause (b) o f section 5 o f the 
Punjab Laws Act applies, and the rule o f decision 
must be the personal law o f the parties subject to the 
other provisions o f the clause.''

In the end I may also mention that it does not 
seem to be quite correct to say either that the 
plaintifs’ family has been solely dependent on agricul-
(1) 110  p. R. 1906 B ). (2) (1918) I. L. R. 46 Cal. 450 (P. C.)
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tiire or that they are ordinary Icamins and may have 1934
€opied the customs of the proprietors. Their grand- SoH^L-ii. 
father Kahn Singh is said to have been a Kardar or ■.
Thanedar of Basant Singh, and Isar Singh, father of 
the plaintiffs, is also said to have been a liquor con- BhideJ. 
tractor.

It was urged that the plaintiffs are Sikhs, but 
in the absence of any proof of any custom Sikhs also 
must be held to be governed by Hindu Law, Bhagwan 
K o e r  V. J. C, Bose (1). After carefully considering 
the evidence on the record and the arguments advanc
ed by the learned counsel for the plaintiffs I feel no 
hesitation in agreeing with the conclusion of the 
learned Judge of the trial Court that the plaintiffs 
have failed to establish that they are governed by 
custom in the matter of alienation of ancestral pro
perty and they must, therefore, be presumed to be 
governed by Hindu Law,

On the merits the plaintiffs have practically no 
case under Hindu Law. The alienation was effected 
mostly in lieu of antecedent debts of Isar Singh and 
as the plaintiffs are the sons of Isar Singh, such debts 
would constitute valid necessity for the alienation 
unless it was proved that the debts were illegal or 
immoral. The oral evidence produced by the plain
tiffs to prove that Isar Singh is a drunkard and a 
man of immoral character is meagre, vague and al
together unconvincing and is contradicted by the 
-defendant's witnesses who give him a good character.
It was moreover incumbent on the plaintiffs to prove 
that the debts were incurred for immoral purposes 
[vide Ulfat Rai v. Tej Na?mu (2)], and there is no 
evidence forthcoming to prove any connection between
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1934 the debt and tlie alleged irnniorality. The antecedent
SoHAHJ Lm. debts are mostly supported by previous mortgage deeds

_  and bahi accounts and there is no good reason to doubt
ilAHTAIl SiNGll. , . , -r , , ,____ their genuineness, it  may be mentioned here that

Bhide J . Isar Singh has a large family consisting o f some 12
persons and he had to incur expenditure in connection 
with the marriages of five o f his children. Only an 
item of Rs.300 is not supported by any baki account 
but this was borrowed long ago. It is moreover 
supported by the evidence o f Shri Ram and I do not 
think it would be justifiable to insist on better proof 
of this comparatively small and old item. The 
learned Subordinate Judge has disallowed some of the 
antecedent mortgage debts on the ground that they 
were not independent of the mortgage security. He 
has relied in this respect on Lakhu Mai v. Bishen Das 
(1 ), but it was conceded before us that this ruling 
cannot be considered to be good law in view of a later 
decision of their Lordships o f the Privy Council re
ported as Brij Narain v. Mangal Prasad (2). The 
result is that all the antecedent debts included in the 
mortgage in dispute must be held to constitute valid 
necessity. The only other items out o f the considera
tion which require discussion are :—

{a) Rs. 1,100 left with the mortgagee for sinking
a well.

(&) Rs.700 received in cash before the Sub- 
Registrar.

No well has yet been sunk, but the amount will 
be claimed as a charge only if  and when the well is 
sunk. As regards item (5) however there seems to be 
no satisfactory evidence as to necessity. The learned 
counsel merely urged that it forms only a small portion
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of the consideration. But even so there is no reason 19S4
wliy it should be allowed to burden the land in the 
absence of aiiv proof as to necessity [cf. Baharlur v.
Singh V. Des R a j { l ) l  ' "  Kaex.^Singb

On the above findings 1 would accept the appeal Shide J.
and, modifying the decree of the trial Court, grant 
plaintiffs a declaration to the effect that the mortgage 
in dispute shall not affect their rights in respect of 
Rs.700 out o f the consideration. The decree will 
be, however, without prejudice to the rights o f the 
mortgagee to enforce such rights as he may have 
under the mortgage against Isar Singh himself by 
sale of the ancestral property including his sons' 
share [cf, Bahadur Singh v, Des Raj (1), referred 
to above.]

The plaintiffs have succeeded only to a very small 
extent. I  would, therefore, leave the parties to bear 
their costs throughout.

D i n  Mohammad J .— I  agree, dih
p  ^  M oh a m m a d  J .

Appeal accepted.
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